Cisco Digital Learning Security

An investment in your security infrastructure

Product overview

The speed at which your digital transformation evolves demands practical, hands-on skills in security and cybersecurity. You need engineers who can secure your organization’s assets at all levels fast.

**Cisco Digital Learning Security** is a subscription to all our online security and Cyber Operations (CyberOps) training including extensive skills-based and select product training. This comprehensive security technology collection offers full-length, interactive certification courses, product and technology training with labs, and thousands of reference materials. And we update Cisco Digital Learning on a regular basis, adding new training and revised versions of existing courses as they become available.

Benefits

- **Embark** on a security career with a Cisco® security certification
- **Rev up** your resume with certified knowledge and skills in security
- **Boost** your confidence by gaining validated job skills
- **Share** your achievement with a digital certification badge on your social media profiles
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Interactive, flexible, convenient

Cisco Digital Learning Security offers full-length, in-depth certification courses with hands-on labs. You’ll also have access to a collection of just-in-time content, including best practices, design guides, and webinars.

Here are some of the courses included in your subscription:

- Implementing and Operating Cisco Security Core Technologies (SCOR)
- Understanding Cisco Cybersecurity Operations Fundamentals (CBROPS)
- Securing Networks with Cisco Firepower® Next Generation Firewall (SSNGFW)
- Implementing Secure Solutions with Virtual Private Networks (SVPN)
- Protecting Against Malware Threats with Cisco AMP for Endpoints (SSFAMP)
- Additional product, technology, and certification training

Plus, your team earns Continuing Education credits towards recertification when they complete select certification and technology courses.